University Lab Test Found Q&J’s Reusable, Personal Face Mask 2.6
Times More Effective than Most Personal Face Masks in The Market
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Rawalpindi, Pakistan — September 1, 2020
Q&J Face Masks, designed in the United States and manufactured in Pakistan, announced today that the
University of Colorado at Boulder’s Vance Lab (https://www.colorado.edu/lab/vance/masks), an aerosol
and engineering lab, conducted tests on Q&J’s personal face mask that indicated the Q&J face mask can
provide better protection against the COVID-19 virus than many other masks. The face masks have both
mechanical filtering and electrostatic filtering which are also in the design of N95 and surgical masks.
The charged mask was 2.6 times better in filtering efficiency. Our average charged filtering efficiency
was from 45 to 58% in the three test categories. The University of Minnesota published a review that
found that cloth or homemade masks have very low filter efficiency (2% to 38%). Medical masks are
made from a wide range of materials, and studies have found a wide range of filter efficiency (2% to
98%), with most exhibiting 30% to 50% efficiency. The lab test also found the Q&J mask has great
breathability averaging 63% below the test inhalation resistance maximum limit.
“We designed our face mask based on our research of various cloth fabric’s aerosol filtering
properties by a University of Chicago/Argonne National Laboratory study and others and then had it
tested in the lab to find out if our design held up to scientific scrutiny. We are thrilled with the results for
our reusable mask,” said Syed Qamar Abbas, Production Principal, at Q&J Face Masks.
A Different Mask Design
Q&J designed a three-layer mask and unlike medical masks that are
designed for one-time use, the mask is washable and reusable. The
electrostatic properties can also be easily recharged by the user. The mask
also has an insert pocket so the user can insert an additional filter of their
choice for additional filtering efficiency and protection.
Personal face masks were initially recommended to help prevent the user
from spreading the virus but recent studies are indicating that it can help the
wearer from catching the virus or reduce the viral load and allow the body’s immune system a higher
probability of fighting the disease. The result may mean a milder case or even being asymptomatic.
Comfortable to Wear
The inner lining is silk and comfortable against the face. It uses earloops and has a wire nose bridge
to close the gap between the nose and cheeks to ensure a good fit.
“Two of our mask wearers have commented on the silk inner layer, one has tactile sensitivity and
prefers our mask over others she has tried. The other wears the mask for long periods and said the mask
has helped reduce face mask acne,” said Abbas and he added, “Face mask acne, called maskne, is a
recurring problem in the healthcare industry and among personal users.”

